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0. INTRODUCTION
Let K(x) be a rational function field of one variable over a perfect field
K. The Brauer group Br(K(x)) was studied by many authors [26] and it
is known that Br(K(x))&Br(K )p X(Kp), where p runs over all monic
irreducible polynomials in K[x] and Kp=K[x]p(x) K[x], while X(K ) is
the character group of the absolute Galois group of K. We shall call this
formula the ABF Theorem, after the names of the authors Auslander,
Brumer, and Faddeev.
On the other hand, K(x) is a PF-field in the sense of Artin [1], so we
can consider its adelization. Valuations on K(x) (trivial on K ) are given by
p and  where p means the p-adic valuation and  means the one with
the prime element x&1. Let v denote any p or .
For a central division algebra D over K(x), the map D [ DK(x) K(x)v
defines a homomorphism .v : Br(K(x))  Br(K(x)v), where K(x)v is the
completion of K(x) with respect to v. So, we get the homomorphism
.=>v .v : Br(K(x))  >v Br(K(x)v).
We know that Br(K(x)v) is decomposed as a direct sum of an unrami-
fied part B (u)v and a totally ramified part B
(t)
v , namely that Br(K(x)v)=
B(u)v B
(t)
v , B
(u)
v &Br(Kv), and B
(t)
v =[(/, ?v) | / # X(Kv)] where (/, ?v) is a
totally ramified cyclic algebra with a fixed prime element ?v . (Kp is as
before and K=K.) We shall denote the projection to B (u)v (resp. B
(t)
v ) with
p(u)v (resp. p
(t)
v ), and put .
(u)
v = p
(u)
v b .v (resp. .
(t)
v = p
(t)
v b .v).
In this paper we claim that the isomorphism in the ABF Theorem is
actually obtained by the injective homomorphism .=>v .v composed
with some projection. More exactly, we have
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Theorem 1 (Proof in (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), and (3.4)).
. (u) _‘
p
. (t)p : Br(K(x))  B
(u)
 
p
B (t)p
is an isomorphism.
Corollary (Hasse’s Principle). .=>v .v is injective.
Since B(u) &Br(K) and B
(t)
p &X(Kp), Theorem 1 yields the ABF Theorem
and moreover it clarifies the ramification of each division algebra.
We call the above morphism . (u) _>p .
(t)
p the canonical representation
of Br(K(x)). Its inverse, composed with . (t) or .
(u)
p , gives homomorphisms
.~ v$v where .~  : B (u)  B
(t)
 , .~ p : B
(t)
p  B
(t)
 , .~ p : B
(u)
  B
(u)
p , and
.~ p$p : B (t)p  B
(u)
p$ . These homomorphisms determine the image .(Br(K(x)))
in >v Br(K(x)v).
Theorem 2 (Proof in (2.3), (2.4), Lemma 4.2, and Lemma 4.4).
(1) .~  is trivial.
(2) .~ p=ResKp K as a homomorphism Br(K )  Br(Kp).
(3) .~ p : / [ (CorKpK /)
&1 as a homomorphism X(Kp)  X(K ).
(4) .~ p$p : / [ >_ CorKp$(:_p)Kp$(/_ , :p$&:
_
p) as a homomorphism X(Kp) 
Br(Kp$), where Kp=K(:p), and _ runs over a complete representative system
of Gal(LKp)"Gal(LK )Gal(LKp$), L being a sufficiently large Galois
extension of K and /_({)=/(_{_&1). (But if p$= p, _=1 is omitted from the
product.)
As a byproduct, we get a generalization of Artin’s condition.
Corollary. The image of .(t)=>v . (t)v is given by
.(t)(Br(K(x)))={(/v) # v X(Kv) } ‘v CorKvK /v=1= .
Note that when K is a finite field, the condition >v CorKvK /v=1 is
equivalent with Artin’s condition, v &v #0 mod Z, where &v is Hasse’s
invariant.
Parts (1) and (3) of Theorem 2 are found in a little different context
in Faddeev [3] and PlatonovYanchevskii [6]. But they considered
Br(K(x)) by mod Br(K), and stated the results corresponding to (1) and
(3) in an analogous way as in the case of global fields. Thus, they dealt
with only the totally ramified component. In this paper, not taking mod
Br(K ), we consider the unramified part as well. The calculation (and
the result) of (4) of Theorem 2 seems to be a new one, while (2) is rather trivial.
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1. BRAUER GROUP OF A LOCAL FIELD
Let K be a complete discrete valuation field with a perfect residue field
K (i.e., a local field in Serre’s sense [7]).
Then we have Br(K )&Br(K )X(K ), as shown in [7, Chap. 12]. The
outline of the proof is as follows.
Every simple algebra over K has an unramified Galois splitting field L,
so that it is similar to a crossed product with the factor set f (_, {) :
Gal(LK )_Gal(LK )  L_. Since Gal(LK )&Gal(L K ) (L being the
residue field of L) and since L_&R_L _(?) where RL is the valuation
ring of L and ? is a prime element of K, we have
H2(Gal(LK ), L_)&H 2(Gal(L K ), R_L )H2(Gal(L K , Z).
But since H2(Gal(L K ), R_L )&H
2(Gal(L K ), L _) and H2(Gal(L K ), Z)
&Gal(L K ) 7 , the character group of Gal(L K ), by taking the inductive
limit with respect to L, we have the desired result
Br(K )&Br(K )X(K ). (1.1)
Combining this result with WittNakayama’s Theorem [5], we have
Br(K )=B(u) B(t), B(u)&Br(K ), B(t) &X(K ), (1.2)
as explained below.
Given any central division algebra D over K , there exists a unique
unramified central division algebra D over K such that D is (isomorphic
to) the residue field of D. The correspondence is as follows: When D is
given by the factor set f (_, {), _, { # Gal(L K ), and f (_, {) # L _, then D is
given by f (_, {) such that f (_, {) # R_L and f (_, {)= f (_, {). Therefore the
correspondence D  D is an isomorphism of Br(K ) to the subgroup B(u) of
Br(K ) which consists of all unramified central division algebras over K.
The complementary summand B(t) is given by B(t)=[(/, ?) | / # X(K )]
&X(K ), where ? is a prime element of K, and (/, ?) is the corresponding
cyclic algebra. Evidently (/, ?) is totally ramified (namely, the ramification
index e is equal to deg D). Conversely, every totally ramified division
algebra over K is written in the form of (/, ?) for some / # X(K ) and some
prime element ?.
So, every central division algebra D over K is similar to the tensor
product of an unramified one D1 and a totally ramified one D2 . Here D1
and D2 are unique except for the possibility of the expression (/, a?)t
(/, a) (/, ?) for a # R_L . If we fix a prime element ?, then we get the direct
sum decomposition (1.2).
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2. BRAUER GROUP OF A RATIONAL FUNCTION FIELD
Let K(x) be the rational function field of one variable over a perfect field
K, and D be a central division algebra over K(x). Since Br(Ksep(x)) is
trivial, Ksep(x) splits D, so that for some finite Galois extension L of K,
L(x) splits D. This implies that D is similar to a crossed product with the
factor set f (_, {) : Gal(L(x)K(x))_Gal(L(x)K(x))  L(x)_. Note that
Gal(L(x)K(x))&Gal(LK ).
Since L[x] is a UFD (unique factorization domain), f (_, {) can be
written uniquely in the form of
f (_, {)=c(_, {) ‘
q
q(x)nq(_, {),
where c(_, {) # L_ and q runs over all monic irreducible polynomials in
L[x], nq(_, {) # Z, and \$q, nq(_, {)=0. (\$ means ‘‘except finite number
of q’s.’’)
So, we have
H2(Gal(LK ), L(x)_)=H2(Gal(LK ), L_)
p
H2(Gal(LK ), Vp, L),
(2.1)
where Vp, L=[>q q(x)nq |nq # Z, q| p], p being a monic irreducible polyno-
mial in K[x]. Taking the inductive limit with respect to L, we get
Br(K(x))=
v
Cv ,
(2.2)
C={D0 }K K(x) | D0: central division over K=&Br(K ),
Cp=[crossed product with the factor set # Vp],
Vp={ ‘p(:)=0 (x&:)
n: | : # Ksep , n: # Z= .
Later in Section 3, we shall prove Cp &X(Kp), which yields the ABF
Theorem: Br(K(x))&Br(K )p X(Kp).
Identifying Br(K(x)) with v Cv , let iv be the embedding Cv  Br(K(x))
and put . (u)v$v =.
(u)
v$ b iv (resp., .
(t)
v$v=.
(t)
v$ b iv) where .
(u)
v$ (resp., .
(t)
v$ ) is the
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homomorphism Br(K(x))  B(u)v$ (resp., B
(t)
v$ ) defined in Section 0. Then we
have
. (t) and .
(t)
p are trivial (2.3)
. (u) is the identity map (2.4)
and
.(u)p=ResKpK as a homomorphism Br(K)  Br(Kp).
. (u)p and .
(t)
p$p are trivial for p${ p. (2.5)
To prove them, we need a lemma.
Lemma 2.6. K(x)=K((x&1)) and K(x)p=Kp((x&:p)) for some
:p # K(x)p .
Proof. The former is evident because K(x)=K(x&1) is densely embed-
ded in K((x&1)). For the proof of the latter, note that p(x )=0 where x is
the residue class of x, so by Hensel’s lemma we have that there exists
:p # K(x)p such that x =: p , p(:p)=0; thus identifying K(:p) with Kp , we
get the desired result K(x)p=Kp((x&:p)).
From this lemma, Kp(x)=Kp(x&:p) is an intermediate field between
K(x) and K(x)p . So the homomorphism .p : Br(K(x)) % D [ DK(x) K(x)p
is decomposed by the tensor product with Kp(x), which corresponds to the
restriction of the factor set on Gal(LKp)_Gal(LKp). Hence, if the factor
set of D is given by f (_, {), _, { # Gal(LK ), f (_, {) # L(x)_, then the factor
set of .v(D) is given by the restriction of f on Gal(LKp)_Gal(LKp),
while the image f (_, {) is regarded as an element of L((x&:))#
L(x&:p)=L(x).
If D # C , then f (_, {) # L_. Since the extension of v is trivial on
L_, .v(D) is unramified so that . (t)v=0 and .
(u)
v=.v |C=ResKv K for
every v. Especially for v=, K=K implies that . (u) is the identity.
If D # Cp , then f (_, {)=>p(:)=0 (x&:)n: (_, {). Since the p$-adic valuation
of x&: is 1 for p${ p, .p$(D) is unramified so that . (t)p$p=0.
Writing as f (_, {)=x n: (_, {) >: (1&:x&1)n: (_, {) and noting that x&1 is
a prime element of K(x) , we see that .(u) (D) is trivial so that .
(u)
p=0.
3. CORESTRICTION MAP
We shall recall the cohomology theory of a group, and list some results
below without proof (cf. for instance [7, Part III]).
Let G be a group, M be a right Z[G]-module, G&=G_ } } } _G be the
&-times direct product of G, and Fv=Homset(G&, M) be the set of all
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mappings from G& to M. F& becomes an additive group under the addition
of M.
The coboundary homomorphism & : F&  F&+1 is defined as follows:
(& f )(_1 , ..., _&+1)= :
&+1
i=0
(&1) i fi (_1 , ..., _&+1),
f0= f (_2 , ..., _&+1)
(3.1)
fi= f (_1 , ..., _i_i+1 , ..., _&+1) for 1i&
f&+1= f (_1 , ..., _&) _&+1.
Since &+1 &=0, we can define the cohomology group H&(G, M) :=
Ker &Im &&1 for &1. (For &=0, put F0=M and (0m)(_)=m&m_.)
Let H be a subgroup of G, then a right Z(G)-module M is also a right
Z(H)-module, and the restriction of the definition domain defines a
homomorphism Homset(G&, M)  Homset(H&, M). This homomorphism
commutes with & , so that it induces a homomorphism H&(G, M) 
H&(H, M), which we denote with ResGH .
Let A be an abelian group, and let A(G) :=Homset(G, A). A(G) becomes
a right Z(G)-module by ( f_)({)= f (_{) for every _, { # G. It is cohomologi-
cally trivial, namely H &(G, A(G))=0 for any &1.
For a right Z(G)-module M, let [M] be the additive group obtained
from M (forgetting the operation of G). M is embedded in [M](G) by
m [ fm where fm(_)=m_. Put T(M)=[M](G)M, then the short exact
sequence 0  M  [M](G)  T(M)  0 induces the long exact sequence,
and since [M](G) is cohomologically trivial, we have H&(G, M)&
H&&1(G, T(M)) for &2. Put MG :=[m # M | \_ # G, m_=m], then
H1(G, M) is isomorphic to a factor group of T(M)G.
For a subgroup H of G, we have H&(H, A(G))=0 for &1, so
H&(H, M)&H &&1(H, T(M)) for &2 and H1(H, M) is isomorphic to a
factor group of T(M)H. Moreover, these isomorphisms commute with
ResGH ; namely, we have the commutative diagrams
ResGH ResGH
H&(G, M) & H&&1(G, T(M)) T(M)G ww H1(G, M)
ResGH and ,
H&(H, M)&H&&1(H, T(M)) T(M)H ww H 1(H, M).
Suppose that [G : H]<, and let [{i] be a complete representative
system of GH, namely G=~i {iH. Every _ # G induces a permutation
i [ j by _{i H={j H, which we shall denote with the same symbol _,
namely _{i H={_(i)H. Put hi (_) :={&1_(i) _{i # H.
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Consider the homomorphism 8 : Homset(H &, M)  Homset(G&, M).
(8f )(_1 , ..., _&)=:
i
f (h_2 } } } _&(i)(_1), ..., hi (_&)) {
&1
i . (3.2)
8 commutes with & so that it induces a homomorphism H&(H, M) 
H&(G, M), which we shall call the corestriction map and denote it with
CorGH . We have the commutative diagrams
CorGH NGH CorGH
H&(H, M)&H&&1(H, T(M)) T(M)H ww H1(H, M)
CorGH and
H&(G, M) & H&&1(G, T(M)) T(M)G ww H 1(G, M),
where NGH : M H  MG is defined by NGH(m)=i m{&1i . Thus, CorGH is
independent of the choice of the complete representative system [{i] and
we have CorGH b ResGH=[G : H]. These are checked directly for MG
and MH, and proved by induction with respect to & using the above
commutative diagrams.
Put M(GH) :=Homset(GH, M). It is a right Z[G]-module by ( f_)({iH)
= f (_{iH)_. [ f # M(GH) | f ({i H )=0 for {i {1] is a Z[H]-submodule
isomorphic to M and becomes a direct summand of M(GH) as a Z[H]-
module. We shall denote the embedding M  M(GH) with i and the projec-
tion M(GH)  M with p. We can check that T(M(GH))&T(M)(GH)
and that both i and p commute with T-operation. We have
H&(G, M(GH))&H&(H, M). (3.3)
The isomorphism is p b ResGH , whose inverse is CorGH b i.
This is also checked directly for M(GH)G and M H, and proved by
induction with respect to & using the commutative diagrams mentioned
above. See [4, Sect. 2, Lemma 1].
Suppose that L is a Galois extension of a field K, and K$ is an inter-
mediate field. For G=Gal(LK ) and H=Gal(LK$), ResGH and CorGH
are denoted with ResK$K and CorK$K respectively.
Applying the above results, we shall prove that
.(t)pp is an isomorphism Cp  B
(t)
p &X(Kp). (3.4)
For D # Cp , the factor set is written in the form of f (_, {)=
>p(:)=0 (x&:)n:(_, {) # Vp . Put G=Gal(LK ) and H=Gal(LKp) for a
sufficiently large L. Since p(:)=0 is equivalent to :=:_p for some _ # G, Vp
is isomorphic to Z(GH). ( f W (ni) where ni is the power of x&:{i
&1
p in f.)
As explained in Section 2, the homomorphism .p : Br(K(x))  Br(K(x)p)
is given in terms of the factor set by ResKpK combined with the embedding
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L(x)  L((x&:p)). Since x&:p is a prime element while x&:{p is
inversible in the valuation ring for {  H, . (t)pp is nothing but p b ResKpK
which is the isomorphism in (3.3). This proves (3.4).
Remark. B (t)p depends on the choice of the prime element. Here we take
B(t)p =[(/, x&:p) | / # X(Kp)].
Now, from (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), and (3.4), . (u) _>p .
(t)
p is an isomorphism
Br(K(x))  B (u) p B
(t)
p , which maps C onto B
(u)
 and Cp onto B
(t)
p .
4. ARTIN’S CONDITION
We shall determine .~ v$v stated in Theorem 2, Section 0. By definition, we
have .~ =. (t) b .
(u)&1
 , which is trivial by (2.3), and .~ p=.
(u)
p b
.(u)&1 , which equals ResKpK by (2.4). Furthermore, we have .~ p=.
(t)
p b
.(t)&1pp and .~ p$p=.
(u)
p$p b .
(t)&1
pp , where .
(t)&1
pp is written in virtue of (3.3) as
. (t)&1pp : X(Kp) % / [ CorKpK (/, x&:p). (4.1)
Lemma 4.2. We have
.~ p : X(Kp) % / [ (CorKpK /)
&1
as a homomorphism X(Kp)  X(K ).
Proof. Put G=Gal(LK ) and H=Gal(LKp) for a sufficiently large L,
and identify Vp with Z(GH). Since >i (x&:_i
&1
p )
ni=x ni >i (1&:_i
&1
p x
&1)ni,
and since x&1 is a prime element in K(x) , .(t)p maps a factor set ni (_, {) #
Z(GH) to &i ni (_, {) # Z.
In general, for a finite group G we have H2(G, Z)&H1(G, QZ)=G , where
a factor set n(_, {) corresponds to a character /({)#(1|G| )__ # G n(_, {)
mod Z. Suppose that n/(_, {), _, { # H, corresponds to / # H and
&i ni (_, {), _, { # G, corresponds to / # G . By (4.1) ni (_, {) is expressed
using n/(_, {) as
ni (_, {)=n/(h{(i)(_), hi ({)). (4.3)
(See the definition of Cor in (3.2).)
Therefore / is calculated as
/({)#&
1
|G|
:
_ # G
:
i
ni (_, {)=&
1
|G|
:
i
:
_ # G
n/(h{(i)(_), hi({)).
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When _ runs over G, h{(i)(_) runs [G : H] times over H, so that
/({)#&
[G : H]
|G|
:
i
:
h # H
n/(h, hi ({)) mod Z
=&
[G : H]
|G|
:
i
|H| /(hi ({))=&:
i
/(hi ({))=&(CorGH/)({).
This proves Lemma 4.2, expressing characters multiplicatively.
Lemma 4.4. .~ p$p is expressed as in Theorem 2, Part (4), in Section 0.
Proof. As explained in the end of Section 2, .p$ operates as ResKp$K
combined with the embedding L(x) into L((x&:p$)).
.~ p$p : / [ ResKp$K b CorKpK (/, x&:p)| x  :p$ ,
where x  :p$ means the substitution of :p$ in place of x. (But if p$= p, i=0
(corresponding to _0=1) should be omitted from the product because i=0
gives the totally ramified component.)
Put G=Gal(LK ), H=Gal(LKp), and H$=Gal(LKp$) for a sufficiently
large L, and let [{i | 0im] be a complete representative system of
H$"GH with {0=1. For each i, let [\ij | 1 jni] be a complete
representative system of H$H$ & {iH{&1i . Then [\ij{i | 0im, 1 jni]
becomes a complete representative system of GH.
For _ # H$, define h$ij (_) by
_\ij=\i_( j) h$ij (_), h$ij (_) # H$ & {iH{&1i . (4.5)
Here the permutation j [ _( j) depends on i also, but for the simplicity of
the notation, we shall denote the permutation with _ without refering to i.
Then we have
_\ij{i=\i_( j) {ihij (_),
(4.6)
hij (_)={&1i h$ij (_) {i # H & {
&1
i H${i .
Therefore for a factor set f defined on H2, ResGH$ b CorGH( f )= f $ is given
by
f $(_, {)=:
i, j
f (hi{( j)(_), hij ({)) {&1i \
&1
ij
=:
i \:j f ({
&1
i h$i{( j)(_) {i , {
&1
i h$ij ({) {i) {
&1
i \
&1
ij +
=:
i
CorH$H$ & {i H{i&1 fi ,
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where fi (_, {)= f ({&1i _{i , {
&1
i {{i) {
&1
i for _, { # H$ & {iH{
&1
i .
If f (_, {) corresponds to (/, x&:p), then fi (_, {) corresponds to
(/i , x&:{i
&1
p ) where /i is a character on H$ & {iH{
&1
i given by /i (_)=
/({&1i _{i). Note that H$ & {iH{
&1
i =Gal(LKp$(:
{i
&1
p )) and that [{
&1
i ] is a
complete representative system of H"GH$. So, expressing factor sets
multiplicatively, we get the desired result of Theorem 2, Part (4).
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